The arrangement graph A nYk is not only a generalization of star graph (n À k 1), but also more¯exible. In this investigation, we elucidate the problem of embedding of multiple spanning trees in an arrangement graph with the objective of congestion-free. This result is to report how to exploit 2n À k edge disjoint spanning trees in an arrangement graph, where each congestion-free spanning tree's height is 2k À 1. Our scheme is based on a subgraphpartitioning scheme. First, we construct 2n À k base spanning trees in every A nÀk2Y2 . Then, we recursively construct 2n À k spanning trees from every A nÀk2Y2 up to A nYk by a bottom-up approach. This is a near-optimal result since all of possible edges in the base subarrangement A nÀk2Y2 are fully utilized. Ó
Introduction
Designing large multi-processor systems frequently involves organizing into various con®gurations. One of the widely studied interconnection network topologies is the star graph [10, 12, 13] . As a member of the Cayley graphs, the star graph possesses several attractive features such as its diameter-to-node-degree ratio, scalability, partitionability, symmetry, and high degree of fault tolerance [1, 4] . However, the star graph is limited with respect to its number of nodes: n3 for an n-dimensional star graph. A new interconnection topology, arrangement graph, has recently been proposed [5] . As a family of undirected graphs that contains the star graph family, the arrangement graph has desired properties, such as symmetric vertex and symmetric edge, strong resilience and maximal fault-tolerance. Arrangement graph is more¯exible than the star graph in terms of choosing major design parameters, i.e. member of vertices, degree and diameter, while preserving most of the excellent properties of the star graph.
À Á
be the set of permutations of k symbols taken from n h i. These k symbols are denoted as X x 1 x 2 Á Á Á x k X Refer x i as the ith element of X. The (nY k)-arrangement graph, denoted as A nYk , de®ned in [6] is an undirected graph V Y E as follows:
V fX x 1 x 2 Á Á Á x k jx i in n h i and x i T x j for i T jg P n k À Á Y E fxY yjx and yin V and for some i in k h iY x i T y j and x j y j for j T igX & Fig. 1 depicts an example of A 4Y2 and A 5Y3 . The edge of A nYk connecting neighboring nodes, which dier in exactly one of their k positions. The vertices of A nYk are the arrangements of k elements of n h i. For example, in A 4Y2 Y the node p 41 is connected to the nodes 42, 43, 21 and 31. An edge of A nYk connecting two arrangements p and q, which dier only in position i, is called an i-edgeX For all values of n and k, A nYk is a regular graph on n3an À k3 nodes that is regular of degree kn À k, and a diameter 3a2k [6] . For an
À EXT x to be the k elements of hni appearing in the arrangement X X For example, we consider the node p 412 in the arrangement graph A 5Y3 , so EXT p f3Y 5g and INT p f1Y 2Y 4g.
In an A nYk , each node p performs an adjacent function ADJ xYy p to arrive at adjacent node q, where x is the position of label of node and y is the changed label in EXT p. Given X x 1 Á Á Á x x Á Á Á x k P INT X , the adjacent function ADJ xYy X is the adjacent nodes of X obtained by changing x x in X as y, where 1 T x T k and y P EXT X . Consider an arrangement graph A 5Y3 , adjacent nodes for node p 412 are 413, 415, 432, 452, 312 and 512, where
The A nYk is with recursive structure [6] i.e., an A nYk can be partitioned into n copies of A nÀ1YkÀ1Y each embedded A nÀ1YkÀ1 is conveniently denoted by hÃ kÀ1 ai nYk , where a P f1Y 2Y F F F Y ngY (where Ã represents a Generally, A nYk can be partitioned into n3an À p3 node-disjoint copies of A nÀpYkÀp in n3ap3n À p3 dierent ways and that in total A nXk contains k p n3an À p3 copies of A nÀpYkÀp , for 1 T p T k À 1. As a conclusion, the drawback of star graph [10, 12, 13] is limited with respect to its number of nodes, which is equal to n3. This implies what the low scalability will be. The proposed arrangement graph [6] is motivated by having the high scalability. The arrangement graph is more¯exible than the star graph in terms of choosing major design parameters, i.e. member of vertices, degree and diameter, while preserving most of the excellent properties of the star graph. However, the potential troubles of the arrangement graph [6] is the high-degree problem, which is kn À k. This problem leads to troublesome development of a VLSI layout for the real machine.
Congestion-free embedding of 2n À k spanning trees
This section presents a novel embedding scheme of embedding 2n À k edge-disjoint spanning trees. Our construction scheme adopts a bottom-up manner. An A nYk can be partitioned into n3an À k 23 copies of A nÀk2Y2 . Each A nÀk2Y2 initially construct 2n À k base spanning trees. For each A nÀk3Y3 , there are n À k 3 copies of A nÀk2Y2 . Each A nÀk3Y3 will perform a concatenation operation among n À k 3 copies of A nÀk2Y2 to construct 2n À k spanning trees in the A nÀk3Y3 X Recursively performing the concatenation operations allow us to ®nally construct 2n À k spanning trees in an A nYk .
Our 2n À k spanning trees are constructed by two phases: · Phase 1. Generate 2n À k base spanning trees in each A nÀk2Y2 . · Phase 2. Perform a recursive concatenation operation to embed 2n À k edge-disjoint spanning trees. These phases are described as follows.
3.1. Phase 1: Generate 2n À k base spanning trees in an A nÀk2Y2
After a splitting-operation on A nYk , n3an À k 23 copies of A nÀk2Y2 s are obtained. According to different values of n and kY 2n À k base spanning trees in each A nÀk2Y2 can be generated as follows: · Step 1. Locate 2n À k roots nodes. · Step 2. Generate 2n À k base spanning trees in each A nÀk2Y2 .
Step 1. Locating 2n À k roots in an A nÀk2Y2
This section describes how to locate 2n À k root nodes in an A nÀk2Y2 . An A nÀk2Y2 is partitioned into n À k 2 copies of A nÀk1Y1 , where each A nÀk1Y1 is a (n À k 1)-node complete graph. The SWP 1Y2 R function is de®ned to swap the ®rst and second bits of R. Denote these 2n À k root nodes as
by exchanging the ®rst bit of R 1 with aY where a P EXT R 1 fy 2 Y F F F Y y nÀk1 g. This work is achieved as follows:
. Note that node R nÀk1 is used to be a template node to ensure congestion-free in our embedding.
Similarly node P nÀk1 is used to be a template node to ensure congestion-free in our embedding. Intuitively, every R i is only dierent in the ®rst bit, and every P i is only dierent in the second bit. Root
Root±location property. There are 2n À k root nodes R i and
Root nodes R i and P i Y i 1Y F F F Y n À k, are used to expand 2n À k base spanning trees in an A nÀk2Y2 . Fig.  2 illustrates an example by setting R 1 21Y R 2 31 and P 1 12Y P 2 13. Node R 3 41 and P 3 14 are the template nodes. This root±location property is very useful during constructing 2n À k spanning trees.
3.1.2.
Step 2. Generate 2n À k base edge-disjoint spanning trees in an A nÀk2Y2
The 2n À k base spanning trees are constructed from root R i and
The fact that each A nÀk1Y1 is a complete graph accounts for why 2n À k base spanning trees can be constructed if we can connect each root node to distinct node of all other A nÀk1Y1 s. This is because we have the following result and Fig. 3 gives an example. Lemma 1. For a j-node complete graph G, there exist j disjoint spanning trees with height one. Notably, each node in G is the root node of each spanning tree. Now we explain how to construct 2n À k base spanning trees in each A nÀk2Y2 such that each tree's height is 3. Given 2n À k root nodes R i and P i Y 1 T i T n À k. Consider any pair of nodes R P R i and P P P i , where R SWP 1Y2 P . There are n À k pairs. As stated in Section 2, a n-dimensional arrangement graph contains n subarrangements that we use to derive the desired spanning trees. Let R and P are one of these; we must connect R and P to other n À 1 subarrangements. For each of R and P, we use a single edge to connect the R and P to n À k of subarrangements. We use an intermediate node in same subarrangement as the bridge node to connect R and P to the remaining k À 1 subarrangements by two edges. If k 2, then there is only one subarrangement connecting by two edges.
Rules A1 and A2 formalize our basic spanning tree construction. A1 (Single edge). Let nodes R and P denote two nodes in every n À k subarrangements. R ADJ 2Ya RY where a P EXT RX P ADJ 2Ya P Y where a P EXT P X @ Note that P SWP 1Y2 RX A2 (Two edges). Let nodes R and P denote as two nodes in one of remaining k À 1 subarrangements, which are connected by two edges (Note that in this case, k 2). Recall in phase 1, nodes R nÀk1 and P nÀk1 are the intermediate nodes for nodes R and P, respectively. Note that R nÀk1 SWP 1Y2 P nÀk1 X R ADJ 2Yb R nÀk1 Y where b is the first bit value in RX P ADJ 2Yb P nÀk1 Y where b is the second bit value in P X & Note that P SWP 1Y2 RX Fig. 2(a) shows that root node 21 uses distinct single edge to connecting nodes 23 and 24, and connecting node 42 by two edges. Fig. 2(b) displays that root node 31 directly connects to 32 and 34 but connects 43 by two edges. Fig. 2(c) gives example for other root nodes 12 and 13. In the following, we describe the existence of 2n À k base spanning trees. Some notations are de®ned ®rst. Given root nodes R i and P i Y 1 T i T n À k, are constructed by phase 1. An A nÀk2Y2 can be partitioned into n À k 2 copies of A nÀk1Y1 or A H nÀk1Y1 along dimension two or one. Firstly, assume that an A nÀk2Y2 is partitioned into n À k 2 copies of A nÀk1Y1 along second dimension, where R i , 1 T i T n À kY located in one of A nÀk1Y1 X Let IER i Y 1 T i T n À kY denote a set of all possible internal edges within each A nÀk1Y1 . Let EER i denote a set of all possible external edges outgoing each A nÀk1Y1 X Secondly, an A nÀk2Y2 is partitioned into n À k 2 copies of A H nÀk1Y1 along ®rst dimension, where of all possible external edges outgoing each A H nÀk1Y1 X Further, let ExY y denote as edge beginning from node x to destination node y. Note that ExY y and EyY x represent dierent edges since the link is assumed as full duplex. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) , all bold edges are IER i and all dash edges are EER i X In Fig. 4(b) , all bold edges are IEP i and all dash edges are EEP i X Some important properties are used later as stated herein. For 1 T i T n À kY we have following properties:
P1. Edges in IER i are equal to edges in EEP i . Fig. 4(a) shows that E21Y 31 P IER i and E21Y 31 P EEP i X P2. Edges in IEP i are equal to edges in EER i . Fig. 4 (b) displays that E21Y 23 P IEP i and E21Y 23 P EER i X P3. Edges in IER i and edges in EER i are equal to all edges in the A nÀk2Y2 . P4. Edges in IER i and edges in EER i are distinct. P5. Edges in IEP i and edges in EEP i are distinct.
Lemma 2. There exist n À k edge-disjoint spanning trees ST nÀk2Y2 R i in an A nÀk2Y2 Y for 1 T i T n À k. Proof. Given root nodes R i Y 1 T i T n À k, are located in one of partitioned A nÀk1Y1 . Every root node needs to connect to other A nÀk1Y1X Therefore, n À k spanning trees ST nÀk2Y2 R i , for 1 T i T n À k, are mutually disjoint due to the fact that every root node satis®es the following conditions: 1. All edges of R 1 Y R 2 Y F F F, and R nÀk connecting to the same A nÀk1Y1 are disjoint. 2. All nodes in the same A nÀk1Y1 connecting to R 1 Y R 2 Y F F F, and R nÀk dier from each other.
The reason is stated as follows: recalled again, since k 2, for all R i Y we use n À 2 distinct single edges connecting to n À 2 copies of A nÀk1Y1 and use two edge to connect with remaining one A nÀk1Y1 . Intuitively, all edges connecting from R 1 Y R 2 Y F F F Y and R nÀk to template node R nÀk1 are distinct since all of these nodes located in a n À k 1-node complete graph (or A nÀk1Y1 ). Recall previous notation, edges in all possible A nÀk1Y1 are denoted as IER i and all edges in all possible A H nÀk1Y1 are denoted as EER i X For condition 1, all edges of R 1 Y R 2 Y F F F, and R nÀk connecting to the same A nÀk1Y1 are disjoint because every edge belongs to dierent A H nÀk1Y1 . Remember, these edges are belong to EER i X For condition 2, all nodes in the same A nÀk1Y1 connecting to R 1 Y R 2 Y F F F, and R nÀk dier from each other due to the fact that each of these nodes belongs to distinct A H nÀk1Y1 . Ã
Based on node symmetry, we have the following similar result.
Lemma 3. There exist n À k edge-disjoint spanning trees ST nÀk2Y2 P i in an A nÀk2Y2 , for 1 T i T n À k.
To make the clear description of lemma 6, some notations are de®ned. Let SER i Y AY A P A nÀk1Y1 or A H nÀk1Y1 Y denote a set of spanning edges which exist in tree ST R i belonging to subarrangement AX In the same way, SEP i Y AY A P A nÀk1Y1 or A H nÀk1Y1 Y denote a set of spanning edges which exist in tree ST P i belonging to subarrangement AX For example in Fig. 4(b) , edges E21Y 23 and E21Y 24 belong to SE21Y h2Ãi P EE21X Edges E24Y 21 and E24Y 23 belong to SE12Y h2Ãi P IE12X
Two other important properties are stated. For 1 T i T n À kY we have the following properties:
P6X

Spanning edges in tree ST
For instance as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), E24Y 14 P SE21Y hÃ4i 4Y2 P IE21 and E21Y 24 P SE21Y h2Ãi 4Y2 P EE21X Fig. 4(b) and (a), E24Y 21 P SE12Y h2Ãi 4Y2 P IE12 and E14Y 24 P SE12Y hÃ4i 4Y2 P EE12X Lemma 4. Each pair of ST nÀk2Y2 R i and ST nÀk2Y2 P i , for 1 T i T n À kY are mutually disjoint.
P7X
Spanning edges in tree ST
Proof. Initially, all edges of root nodes R i connecting to template node R nÀk1 located in one n À k 1-node complete graph, namely A nÀk1Y1 Y and all edges of root nodes P i connecting to template node P nÀk1 located in another one n À k 1-node complete graph, namely A H nÀk1Y1 X Note that, all spanning trees ST nÀk2Y2 R i do not use any internal edge of A H nÀk1Y1 and all spanning trees ST nÀk2Y2 P i do not use any internal edge of A nÀk1Y1 X For example as shown in Fig. 4 , edges for R 1 and R 2 connecting to template node R nÀk1 belong to a complete graph A nÀk1Y1 A 3Y1 hÃ1i 4Y2 . And edges for P 1 and P 2 connecting to template node P nÀk1 belong to another complete graph A Theroem 1. There exist 2n À k base edge-disjoint spanning trees ST nÀk2Y2 R i and ST nÀk2Y2 P i in an A nÀk2Y2 , where 1 T i T n À kX Each spanning tree's height is 3.
Proof. Given root nodes R i and P i , where 1 T i T n À k. First, there exist n À k spanning trees ST nÀk2Y2 R i and ST nÀk2Y2 P i in an A nÀk2Y2 Y for 1 T i T n À k, in Lemmas 2 and 3. Lemma 4 illustrates that each pair of ST nÀk2Y2 R i and ST nÀk2Y2 P i , for 1 T i T n À kY are mutually disjoint. Hence the theorem. The above section constructed 2n À k base spanning trees in A nÀk2Y2 Y and each base spanning tree's height is 3. In this section, we describe how to construct 2n À k spanning trees ST nYk R i and ST nYk P i , for 1 T i T n À k in an A nYk , where the height of each spanning tree is 2k À 1X For induction, we construct 2n À k spanning trees in an A nYk by using 2nn À k spanning tress in n copies of A nÀ1YkÀ1 . Our major task is to connect 2nn À k spanning subtrees into 2n À k spanning trees ST nYk R i and ST nYk P i ,1 T i T n À kX Consider an A nYk which is partitioned into n copies of A nÀ1YkÀ1 . Assume that 2n À k spanning trees ST nÀ1YkÀ1 R i and ST nÀ1YkÀ1 P i , i 1Y F F F Y n À kY can be constructed in each A nÀ1YkÀ1 if their root nodes satis®ed the root±location property. A randomly selected A nÀ1YkÀ1 serves as beginning spanning tree. From this A nÀ1YkÀ1 Y there exist 2n À k spanning trees ST nÀ1YkÀ1 R i and ST nÀ1YkÀ1 P i ,1 T i T n À kY where R i and P i are root nodes. Let root nodes R i and P i connect to root nodes R ST nYk R i and ST nYk P i ,1 T i T n À kY on each of the A nÀ1YkÀ1 , so we can recursively construct 2n À k spanning trees in an A nYk X Given 2n À k root nodes R i and P i Y 1 T i T n À k. Consider any pair of nodes R P R i and P P P i , where R SWP 1Y2 P . Note that there are n À k pairs. A n-dimensional arrangement graph contains n subarrangements that we use to derive the desired spanning trees. Let R and P are one of these; we must connect R and P to other n À 1 subarrangements. For each of R and P, we use a single edge to connect the R and P to n À k of subarrangements. We also use an intermediate node in same subarrangement as the bridge node to connect R and P to the remaining k À 1 subarrangements by two edges.
Rules A1 H and A2 H formalize our recursively spanning tree construction. A1 H (Single edge). The part is same as A1. Let nodes R and P denote two nodes in every n À k subarrangement.
R ADJ 2Ya RY where a P EXT RX P ADJ 2Ya P Y where a P EXT P X & Note that P SWP 1Y2 RX A2 H (Two edges). This part is same as A2. Let nodes R and P denote as two nodes in one of remaining k À 1 subarrangements which connected by two edges. Nodes R nÀk1 and P nÀk1 are the intermediate nodes for nodes R and P, respectively. Note that R nÀk1 SWP 1Y2 P nÀk1 X R ADJ 2Yb R nÀk1 Y where b is the first bit value in RX P ADJ 2Yb P nÀk1 Y where b is the second bit value in P X 
